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WC have mcasured the fusion cxcitation function and 7.ray muhiplicities M, for the ‘*Si+ “4Sm sys- 
tan We have also measured M, for the 160+ “‘Er system that leads to the same compound nucleus, 
“‘Os. as a calibradon of the connection betwcen M, and the first momen, of the spin distribution, (I). 
We lind tbat the deduced (/) for ‘“Si+ “‘Sm agrees rcasanably well with theoretical calculations. and in 
particular its energy dependence cxhibits thc barrier bump expccted when a shape degree of freedom is 
strongly coupled to the relative motion. 

PACS numberr: 25.7D.Jj. 25.70.Gh. 27.70.+q 

Fusion of heavy ions at low bomharding energies is 
governed largely by the quantum-mechanical penetration 
through the Coulomh plus centrifuga1 barrier. Fusion 
cross-section cxcitation functions have been measured for 
many heavy-ion systems, and are observed to become or- 
ders of magnitude larga than ene-dimensional barrier- 
penetration calculations at the lowest observable ener- 
gies. These enhancements are understood in terms of 
theoretical models which explicitly consider the coupling 
of the relativc-motion coordinate in the cntrance channel 
to other degrees of frecdom (deformation. vibration, and 
transfer).‘~’ Thus sub-barrier fusion is an interesting 
process for probing the role of severa1 degrccs of freedom 
in quantum-mechanical tunneling processes. However, a 
more stringent test can he ohtained hy comparing not 
only the fusion cross section but also the shape of the 
spin distribution which comprises the fusion cross sec- 
tion. 

Information on the first moment of the spin distribu- 
tion, U). can he obtained from measurement of averagc 
y-ray multiplicitics M,.‘-’ Higher moments can, in 
principie, be deduced by measuring full multiplicity dis- 
tributions with large-array y detectors.‘,’ Recently, (0 
has heen determined from measurements of the ratio of 
the population of a high-spin isomer state to that of a 
low-spin ground state.‘,’ The second moment of the spin 
distributions can be obtained from measurements of a or 
tission-fragment angular anisotropies. “.” 

One-dimensional barrier-penetraion models predict 
that the first moment of the spin distribution should de- 
crease more slowly with decreasing hombarding energy 
as one approaches the barrier, and eventually reach an 
approximately constant hut nonzcro value at sub-barrier 
energies.” This saturation effect of (0 at energies below 
the Coulomh harrier has heen ohserved rrcently for 
‘*C+ ‘**Te, ‘Li+ “‘Cs, and ‘He+ “aBa,“,9 where the 
coupling to the shape degrees of freedom is relatively 

weak. If the coupling to other degrees of freedom, such 
as shape degrees of freedom, is strong, then (0 increases 
in the vicinity of the barrier. This gives rise to a bump in 
the energy dependence of U) relative to the no-coupling 
case.” Although increases in (0 have heen observed at 
low bombarding energies,*~6~‘2 the predicted energy 
dependence has not been clearly established experimen- 
tally. largely hecause of the difficulties in ohtaining in- 
formation at sub-barrier energies where the cross section 
is small. 

In the present work we have.exploited the sensitivity of 
un electrostatic deflector to measure y-ray multiplicities 
as a probe of the spin distrihution in the **Si+ “‘Sm 
system. Traditionally the connection between the mea- 
sured y-ray multiplicities and (I) has been made through 
the systematic relation between these quantities in neigh- 
boring regions of the periodic table’ or through a priori 
expectations for this relation.’ In a previous work’ we 
have shown that above the barrier, and in particular for 
more asymmetric ‘systems, the experimental values of (0 
agree with almost any theoretical mcdel, including the 
Sharp-cutoff approximation, that correctly describes the 
fusion cross section. In the present study we determined 
the M,‘vs (0 “calibration” experimentally by using the 
reaction ‘b0+‘b6Er that leads to the same compound 
nucleus “‘Os. At bamharding energies hetween 75 and 
100 MeV this reaction spans the same range of excita- 
tion energies and angular momentum (multiplicities) as 
the reaction **Si+‘511Sm at bombarding energies be- 
tween 107 and 144 MeV, as can be secn by comparing 
Figs. I(b) and Z(b). The relevant energy range spanned 
by the 160+ ‘66Er reaction lies ahove the Coulomb har- 
rier for this system, where. as mentioned abovc, the spin 
distribution becomes relatively model independent once 
the fusion cross section is reproduced. (For example, the 
(1) values from Sharp-cutoñ and coupled-channel models 
ditTer hy less than 5% at a bomharding energy of 80 
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FIG. 1. “O+“‘Er:~ (a) Fusion excitation lunction (Rei. 
14). The solid curve is a tit lo the data using thc Wang model 
CL’,-64.5 MeV. Ra-ll.06 im, hw-3.40 MeV, &R 
-0.23x6.58-1.5 fm). The dashed curve is (he same tic with 
the coupling turncd OR. The dottcd cuwc is from a coupled- 
channel calculatian (V, -65.3 MeV c.m.. Rh -1 1.21 fm. 
ho-4.61 MeV) including thc static dcrormation (pIR 
-0.342x6.60-2.26 im) and the octupole vibralion @R 
-0.053x6.60-0.35 Tm). (b) Experimental y-ny multiplici- 
ties as a function of laboratory energy. Excitation encrgies E’ 
01 the compound nucleus “‘Os are also shown. (c) Experi- 
mental (/) obtained from multiplicitics. The solid and dotted 
curves are predictions from the Wang-model and the coupled- 
channel calculations descrihed above. The dashed CUIVC is 
from thc Wang model without coupling. 

MeV.) 
Mcasurements werc made using both the tandem ac- 

cclerator at the Tandar Laboratory and the tandem- 
boaster accelerator al the University of Washington. 

Thc measurements of the “Si+ ‘%m fusion cross sec- 
tions were performed at the Tandar Laboratory using 
the delayed-x-ray-activity technique discussed in Ref. 13. 
The half-lives and the number OC x rays produced per de- 
cay are of course the same as those used in the 
“O+ ‘66Er reaction, since both reactions lead to the 
same residual nuclei. ” The experimental fusion cross 
sections for %i+ “%m are presented in Fig. 2(a) 
(squares) as a function of laboratory bombarding cncr- 
gy. WC have also made an independent measurcmcnt of 
the fusion eross section at several energies by measuring 
the absolute intensities ol the rotational deexcitations in 
the 4n channel product ‘780s. Whcn these intensities a~c 
extrapolated lo J-O and corrected for the fraction of 
the fusion cross section leading to the 4n chan+. they 
give rise to cross scctions in good agreemcnl with thosc 
obtained by the delayed-x-ray-activity method [see plus 
symbols in Fig. 2(a)]. 

Thc y multiplicities were obtained using the electro- 
stalic deflector al the University of Washington Nuclear 
Physics Laboratory.5 Since the fusion products are 
strongly peaked at zcro degrees, high cfficicncy can be 
achieved with this device. The electrostatic deflector was 
used in combination with two 7.6 cmx7.6 cm Nal detec- 
tors and a low-pressure multiwire proportional countcr 
(Breskin detector).15 The Breskin countcr, in conjunc- 
tion with the time signa1 from the pulsed beam, provided 
the time of flight of the particles. This information en- 
abled us to separate the evaporation-residue fusion prod- 
“CIS from the quasielastic events. The ratio of these resi- 
ducs in coincidence with the Na1 detectors to thc residue 
singles yields M,. independent of the efficiency of the 
Breskin detector. The present experimental technique is 
discussed in dctail elsewhere. ” The results of ou~ multi- 
plicity mcasurements for ‘“O+ ‘%r and 28Si+ ‘%m 
are shown in Figs. I(b) and 2(b). The values of M, rc- 
ported here have not been corrccted for interna1 COIIYCI- 
sion. This correction is included, however. in the deter- 
mination of (1) and is the same for both of the systems 
studied here. 

The fusion cross-section excitation function for the 
“‘Of lG6Er systcm has been measured recen~ly,‘~ and is 
shown in Fig. I(a). The fusion excitation function has 
been fitted by the Wong model” which takes into ac- 
count the quadrupole deformation of the targcl, and by a 
coupled-chan& model’R where we can include both the 
projectile and target quadrupole deformations and also 
the targct hexadecapole deformation and octupole vihra- 
tion. WC show the expectation of these two models for 
U) in Fig. I cc). Above the barrier Vh, both models agrec 
fairly well. with the ditTerence among them giving an es- 
timate of the uncertainty in the value of (1) at each encr- 
gy. The connection between the mcasured M, and (1) 
was made using the procedure of Halbert ef al. 6 The rc- 
sults for the ‘“O+ ‘““Er system in Fig. 1 (c) thus scrve as 
a calibration of this procedure. Then we use lhis pro- 
cedure for obtaining (I) from M, for the %i+ “‘Sm 
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FIG. 2. ‘%+ “‘Sm. Ca) Fusion cxcitation functions from 
x-ny activilies and rotational-band derxcitation oi “%m(“Si. 
4n)“‘Os. Thc solid curve is a tit to the data using the Wang 
mcdel (Yb-101.5 MeV c.m.. Ra-10.91 fm. hw-4.55 MeV, 
,&R -0.24x6.43-1.54 In,). Thr dashrd cuwr is thc samc 81 
with the coupling turned OK. The dottrd curve is a coupled- 
channel calculation CV, -102.2 McV c.m.. Rb -1 1.48 Irn. 
ho-4.3 MeV) including Lhe slalic delormation of “%m 
(&R-0.341 X6.43-2.19 fm. /LR-0.07x6.43-0.45 Tm), the 
ocupole vibration of “‘Sm @IR -0. I X6.43 -0.64 Id, and 
the quadrupolc vibraCon al “Si @ZR - -0.41 X 3.42 - - 1.37 
fml. (b) Experimental r multiplicities. Excitation energies of 
thr compound nucleus “‘Os are also shown. (cI Experimental 
(1) from multiplicities. The solid and dotted curves are predic- 
tions from Ihe Wang-model and the coupled-channel ~dlcula- 
tions describrd abovri. The duhed cuwî is from thr Wang 
model wilhoul coupling. 
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system at cxcitation energies between 42 and 74 MeV. 
Tbe results are shown in Fig. 2(c). 

As in the case of the “O+ “‘Er calibration reaction, 
we have fitted the fusion excitation function for 
*“Si+ “‘Sm with the same models as mentioned above. 
The parameters used are given in the figure caption. We 
then show in Fig. 2(c) the expected (0 from these mod- 
els. It can be seen that tbe coupling e.Kects are very 
strong, Irading to a largc increase in ihe 0) values near 
the barrier. It is also seen that our measurements are in 
accord with thib exp-xxation, demonstrating clearly the 
expected etl’ect. The quadrupole deformation of ‘%m is 
the dominant contributor to the coupling etTects. The 
consis~ency of the 0) values with the shape of the excita- 
tion function, as well as the observation that CI) returns 
close IO the expected no-coupling limit at the lowest 
bombarding energy. gives confidente that the basic as- 
sumptions in the barrier penetration process are correct. 
In particular, it suggests that the inertial mass of the sys- 
tem can be approximated by its reduced mass at least for 
this relatively mass-asymmetric entrance chanoel.” 

It is perhaps useful at this point to recall the physical 
origin of the increase in (I) at near-barrier energies. De- 
pending on the relative orientation of the deformed reac- 
tion partners,, the / -0 barrier is either raised or lowercd 
compared to that for spherical reaction partners. At 
bombarding enrrgies near the I-O barrier a lowering of 
the barrier allows many more partial wavcs to contribute 
than would otherwise be possible, increasing the U) 
dramatically. The ditTerence in the magnitude of the 
bump between the two systems studied here can be un- 
derstood in terms of the reduced masses involved. In the 
case of the “Si+ ‘%m system, the spacing between the 
eñective potential for the adjacent 1’s is less than for the 
160+ ‘@‘Er system. Therefore, for similar values of the 

strength of the coupling to deformation degrees of free- 
dom, the increasr in U) is larger in the forma system, as 
seen in Figs. l(c) and 2(c). At very sub-barrier energies 
ene is below the barrier for all orientations, and the 1 dis- 
tribution is dctermined by the relative penetrabilities of 
the di¡Terent I-dependent barriers which for parabolic 
barriers are independent of energy when E «J’,. At en- 

ergies well above the barrier many / values are already 
above barrier. and Ructuations in the I-O barrier affects 
a smaller fraction of the contributing partial wwcs and 
(/) approaches the no-coupling limit at high E. 

In summary, we have measured the average y-ny 
multiplicities for the 160+ “‘Er and “Si+ ‘%m sys- 
tems which lead to the same compound nucleus “‘Os. 
The former system scwcs as a calibration reaction for 
obtaining thc connection between M, and CI) in tbe com- 
Pound nucleus of interest. The use of an electrostatic 
deflector was crucial to provide the sensitivity needed to 
make measurements well below the barrier for the latter 
reaction. The absolute fusion cross sections have also 
been measured for both systems, providing an importan1 
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constraint’P on the theoretical models used to compare 
with the experimental W values. The energy dependence 
of 0) shown in Fig. Z(c) for the %+ ‘%m system 
demonstrates clearly for the first time the localization in 
bombarding energy of the large increase in (/) expected 
when the shape degrees of freedom are strongly coupled 
to the relative-motion degree of freedom. 
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